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Will Covid-19 SpOoK Halloween Away?
By Maryam Baryal, Class of 2024
		Covid-19 has affected many parts of our daily lives, including our
		
favorite holidays. This year, Halloween will look different, but it
		
will certainly be celebrated—even World War II could not prevent
the American people from trick-or-treating and engaging in festivities.
In a survey sent out by The Newsbreaker, forty-four percent of students
said they were sure they were going to dress up this year, which means they probably have made plans for Halloween, too. Through the same survey, we learned that
these plans consist of the following: throwing a small get-together or party, watching a scary movie, just watching Netflix, or trick-or-treating with friends. Even
though only nineteen percent of students said they were going trick-or-treating,
over fifty percent said their families were accepting trick-or-treaters. High school
senior Tianna Battistini says she plans on handing out candy “contact-free” to
trick-or-treaters.
However, a large number of students have decided not to put themselves at
risk at all and instead watch a scary movie or Netflix in bed. Freshman John Lucas
Rabelo says he will be watching scary movies because going to parties is “very
hard, pretty much impossible, to maintain a distance of 6 feet….”
Even so, many students think most plans can be made safe by adding a few
precautions. For example, high school junior Lexi Martin’s plans for Halloween are
having a bonfire with her friends and painting pumpkins outside while wearing
masks. Other students have decided to only hang out with the people they’ve already been exposed to over quarantine. Some intend to continue with their parties
and get-togethers, but to host them outside where there is more air circulation.
A couple of students think maintaining a six-foot separation or hanging out with
their friends for “just a little bit” will be enough to keep everyone safe.
The pandemic may have driven us all into our homes and away from
school and work, but it will not be able to completely spook Halloween away.
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Mrs. Biondi and Mr.
Steinback dressed up
as the Lorax and The
Once-Ler from The
Lorax.

Ms. Gamecho, Ms.
Kirmil, and Mrs. Afifi make three great
Cats-in-the-Hat!

Ms. Paris and Mrs.
Rice are Thing 1 and
Thing 2, while Mr.
Garcia adds his own
twist as Principal of
All Things.

A fun representation
of One Fish, Two
Fish, Red Fish, Blue
Fish.

The results of the 2020 Halloween Decor and Costume Contest are in! The
A-Wing staff won first place in the costume contest for their creative, cute, and
coordinated Dr. Seuss-themed outfits. Go Breakers!

See winners of the
decor contest on
page 5!
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The Tasty Way of Online Culinary
Arts

BREAKER OF THE WEEK!

By Nathan Binder, Class of 2022

		

		Ever since PGHS resorted to distance learning, teachers
		
have adapted to teach all classes virtually. Culinary Arts is
no exception. However, even without the physical classroom itself (which,
in Culinary’s case, involves kitchens), there have been many new, innovative ways to make this class work during distance learning.
Mrs. Erickson, PGHS’s Culinary teacher, has developed a weekly
schedule for the Culinary 1 class. Each week, students receive one or two
Weekly At Home Lab Assignments (WAHLAS), which are cooking and
baking labs that the students must complete by the end of the weekend.
These WAHLAS are guided by recipes and videos prepared by Mrs. Erickson, and she provides the ingredients and tools necessary to students who
need them. During the week, on Wednesdays, students have the opportunity to practice different culinary techniques during “Demo labs.” These
techniques range from different knife skills with vegetables to pasta-making from scratch. Additionally, students watch more videos prepared by
Mrs. Erickson, demonstrating how to make certain foods. These videos are
not part of the WAHLAS, but are available to students interested in learning how to make other kinds of foods.
Students who took Culinary Arts 1 during first quarter said that
they enjoyed the class and learned new cooking skills. For example, junior
Emmitt Withrow said that his favorite dish that he made was homemade
quiche from scratch, which is a savory pie filled with students’ choices of
vegetables and meats. In terms of new culinary skills, he learned how to
make homemade tomato sauce. Withrow said, “I gained knowledge that
will help me in the future when cooking foods.” Ewan McFarland-Walton,
another junior who took the class, found the quiche to be his favorite dish
as well. McFarland-Walton states, “I now feel closer to understanding what
it’s like to work in the food industry.”
Many students enjoy taking Culinary Arts as a skill-builder class
or simply as an opportunity to make tasty food to share with their families
(and eat the food themselves). Beyond Culinary Arts 1, students have the
opportunity to take other classes from Mrs. Erickson, such as Advanced
Culinary Arts and Culinary 1B: Fundamentals of Baking.
Left: Simple Flatbreads
topped with butter and
parsley, a WAHLA from
Culinary 1B: Fundamentals of Baking.

Right: A quiche made
by Emmitt Withrow for
Culinary Arts 1.

Left: Nathan Binder’s nocheese pizza for Culinary
Arts 1.

Right: Eva Moore’s “Eggs
Balt Benedict with Country Style Potatoes” for
Culinary Arts 4.

During his free time, Sam enjoys surfing.
Right: Meet Sam
Coutts.
Left: Sam races at
the 2019 CIF Cross
Country CA State
Championship in
Fresno.

Get to Know a Fellow Student:
Meet Sam Coutts

By Anneka Keller, Class of 2022
		Current senior Sam Coutts has spent his career at

		
PG High balancing running, music, and rigorous aca		
demics. A strong competitor on both the Varsity Cross
Country and Track and Field teams, Sam individually qualified for and
participated in the CIF Cross Country State Championship race last
autumn, and he recently clocked 9:39 in the 3200m (eight laps around
the track), landing himself a spot on the Pacific Grove High School
Track and Field record board. Sam is also very musically talented and
inclined. As he explains to The NewsBreaker, “I have been playing
music since the seventh grade. I play the alto saxophone in the band,
and occasionally the tenor and soprano sax. I am also in the Jazz Band,
as jazz is my favorite type of music to play.” Academically, Sam has
excelled, consistently receiving honors as one of the top ten students in
the class of 2021.
This year, Sam has had to adjust his busy life to the current
circumstances. “On the bright side, I have been able to get much more
sleep, and have had more time to do other activities,” he says. With
COVID having “both positive and negative effects on my running,”
Sam says that he has “been able to run about twice as many miles per
week now than during school. However, without many races, it is harder to run fast times without competition.”
Despite the global pandemic, Sam was able to compete in a
couple of competitions in the past few weeks. “Back in September I
participated in the ‘Woodbridge Classic’ 3 mile virtual race. A few
weeks later on October 2, I ran out in the Nike Desert Twilight Invitational in Arizona. This race actually occurred at 8 o’clock at night.
However, as it was in Arizona, it was still 90 degrees out. I did not end
up running as fast as I was hoping in that race, but it was really fun just
to get out there and compete again,” he says.
Sam’s musical career has continued. He still participates, now
virtually, in the high school Jazz Band, and he served during the first
quarter as the saxophone section leader in the Breaker Band.
Sam still diligently pursues his academics. “My favorite subjects
have always been related to STEM, so I have enjoyed taking challenging math and science courses,” he shares. Alongside these advanced
STEM classes, Sam shows his love for the subject through the Breaker Science club. As a current co-president of this club, he is helping
students “prepare for competitions such as the Science Bowl and the
Science Olympiad, which will hopefully happen near the end of the
year” by “going over specific STEM topics as a group such as computer
science and chemistry.”
As a senior, Sam is going through the struggles of applying to
colleges during these trying times. But despite the many challenges he,
along with all seniors, is facing, Sam is “currently looking to pursue
some sort of an engineering major in college, so this fall [he] will be
applying to schools with strong STEM programs.” Sam has decided to
face college applications head on, and he says that “there are two colleges which I am currently applying to for early action.”
Sam is an exceptionally involved student in the Breaker community, so make sure to meet him virtually or in person if we have the
chance to return to campus.
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The Show Must Go On
By Emmitt Withrow, Class of 2022
		Well students, we’ve got drama in the drama class. I’m not sure
if you’ve heard, but this year is very different, weird, and stressful. However, some students have refused to let COVID-19 take away the parts they
like most about school—the extracurriculars. The pool is open to people who
want to swim, The NewsBreaker has been publishing online, and the Mock
Trial team has been meeting over zoom. The play production crew has had a
particularly challenging time finding a way to bring theater to the quarantined
masses. Last Friday, the production crew met to brainstorm ideas of how to
make drama possible during the 2020-2021 school year.
For years, the drama students of Pacific Grove High School, along with
their teacher advisor/director, have been putting on shows for the student body
and broader Pacific Grove community. Due to the extenuating circumstances, the drama department has not been able to prepare for a show this year,
let alone perform one. However, on the 23rd of October, the production crew
came up with four potential ideas for how to overcome the challenge: the first,
an original show written by a student; second, a table reading of a currently
existing script; third, a radio show, possibly of a Shakespeare play or the wildly
well known It’s a Wonderful Life; and fourth, a collection of original scenes
written by students, with a small scrap of story tying them all together (sort of
like Love Actually, but better).
I interviewed PG drama students, asking them which option they
prefer. First, I questioned senior Laurel Bowen, who has been participating in
drama productions since middle school. Laurel preferes a combination of options two and four. She likes the idea of “incorporating published monologues
and scenes, as well as unpublished original PGHS student monologues and
scenes to be put together in a Zoom show.” However, students have different
ideas. Sophomore Nathan Stevens has been involved in drama since his seventh
grade, and he would love to do a radio show or student-written original play.
Despite the concerns that the pandemic would prevent the continuation of theater, this meeting and the upcoming one on Friday prove that the drama crew
cannot be stopped. The show will go on!
Students discuss the
plan for the Garden of
Goodness.

The T.A.S.K. program participants
visit Nicaragua.

Students attend the
WE Day convention
in Los Angeles.

The Tiny Task club members pose online at the WE day club meeting.

WE Day/T.A.S.K. Club!
By Marshall Pearman, Class of 2024
		High school clubs have been affected these days by
		
Google Meets and Zoom sessions, which have impacted student connectedness and learning. Although dealing with
the same circumstances as all other campus organizations, the WE
day/T.A.S.K. club has continued to create positive change, motivating young leaders to make a difference in the world. PGHS students
who seek humanitarian and social involvement should consider
joining the WE day/T.A.S.K. club.
The acronym, T.A.S.K. stands for Together, Achieving,
Successful, and Kindness which represents the club’s four cornerstones of service. Ms.Gamecho, the director of the WE day club,
has inspired kids across the world to follow these cornerstones and
become proactive citizens in the world. When asked about the club’s
main focus, Ms. Gamecho states, “The purpose of the program/club
is to give every participant power in the project. To inspire, encourage, and implement the discovery and vision of every participant
who wants to dream big in making positive changes in our world
and bring that dream alive through kindness and giving of self as we
empower others.”
Every year, the club focuses on four sustainable projects that aim
to create connections and social interactions with others. This year,
the four projects are designed to improve our school, community,
county, and globe. This year’s school project is oriented on building
a new PGHS garden. Ms. Gamecho describes the garden project as a
“Garden of Goodness” and states that the project will continue once
“COVID allows us back on campus.” The purpose of the club’s community project is to connect with people at our local hospital and
retirement home through homemade greeting cards. According to
Ms. Gamecho on the topic of the community projects, “we currently
are doing homemade inspiration cards to patients at CHOMP and
homemade gratitude cards to all the staff at CHOMP. We are also
developing a Pen Pal Project with the elders at Canterbury Woods.”
This year’s county project helps youth interact with homeless men
and women. Finally, the global project allows members of WE day to
interact with kids from a school in Nicaragua via Zoom. The Nicaraguan project is an ongoing effort to form bonds with students from
another country.
For most club members, the WE Day convention in Los Angeles is
arguably the most anticipated event of their school year. The WE
Day convention is a one-day event where celebrities from across the
world gather and share their life experiences with young leaders. If
anyone is interested in learning more about the WE day convention,
you can read more at https://www.we.org/en-US/.
Ms. Gamecho and her club members are hopeful that more students
will join the WE day club. Ms. Gamecho says, “If someone would
like to bring their vision of change to any of the four directions we
are focused on, our school, our community, our county, or internationally, this is the club to be in.” If anyone is interested in joining
the club, scheduled meetings are every Monday at 11:30 through the
following link: https://meet.google.com//lookup/bvgynwru46. The
club’s Google Classroom code is ekmuirv.
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Know Your Voting History:
A Long and Tortuous Road

A Horrifying Halloween Mystery

By Zoe Gleason, Class of 2021

		Many US teenagers anticipate turning eighteen and attaining

the historic rite of passage: the right to vote. This is especially true in the midst
of a crucial election that dictates the future of these unprecedented times. However, we take voting for granted, and for many groups, the road to voting rights
has been long and tortuous. Most property owning white men of a certain age
have had the right to vote since 1776. In 1856, the last state removed a property
ownership requirement, allowing all white men, twenty-one and over to vote.
So what about everybody else? In 1848, the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo gave Mexican Americans citizenship and the ability to vote, but English
language requirements presented a barrier. The 14th Amendment was passed
in 1868, granting citizenship to former enslaved people, but voting rights were
only granted to Black men. In 1870, the 15th Amendment passed, prohibiting
states from denying voting rights based on race for U.S. male citizens. Meanwhile, women fought hard for the right to vote, until finally, they were able to
gain participation in state and federal elections with the passing of the 19th
Amendment in 1920. While both Black men and women were allowed to vote
after 1920, they were disenfranchised by literacy tests, poll taxes, and other
means of voting suppression. Native Americans, who were not considered citizens under the 14th Amendment, did not receive the right to vote until 1924.
People of Asian ancestry were not guaranteed citizenship and were instead prevented from voting until 1952. Even more recently, voting rights have continually evolved—as in 1971 when the 26th Amendment was passed, granting the
vote to 18 year olds. Yet today, people in U.S. territories (for example: Puerto
Rico and Guam)—who are considered U.S. citizens—cannot vote in national
elections and have no voting representation in Congress.
While the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and other more recent measures,
such as requiring voter information in multiple languages, have strengthened
voting rights, many groups are repeatedly subjected to voter suppression. Over
the last 4 years, over 20% of polling places have been closed, making voting
increasingly difficult. Additional voting challenges include long lines at polling
stations, voter identification requirements, and removal of mail processing machines (which has slowed down voting by mail). Our history shows that voting
rights have been hard won and should not be taken for granted. Please vote if
you are eligible!

Investigative reporter Caroline Coen stands before the door in question.

By Caroline Coen, Class of 2021

		You hear the jangling of chains. Tinted dark yellow

		
light filters in through a small skylight on the roof,
casting an eerie glow that illuminates the dust particles as they swirl
through the air. A chorus of high-pitched squealing emanates from
behind a panel on your left, a panel labeled “out of order.” The door
slams shut behind you with a bang.
To most freshmen and male Breakers, this may sound like
a scene from a Halloween horror movie. Sophomore, junior, and
senior girls, however, should recognize it as a description of the girls’
main campus bathrooms at PGHS, one of the most popular inspirations for jokes in our school community.
For all those boys out there who are unaware, the girls’
restroom situation at PGHS is inherently difficult because of the
limited number of restrooms themselves. In total, there are two
restrooms (one in B-Hall and one in C-Hall) and six stalls, but for
a long time, there were only five. (The class of 2021’s first year on
campus was characterized by an out-of-order stall in B-Hall, which
wasn’t fixed until the 2018-2019 school year.) Even with all six stalls
functioning again, many girls often spend their entire breaks waiting in line, packed into the bathrooms like sardines. “Oftentimes, I’d
plan to do some last minute studying during break before a fourth
or fifth period test, but then I’d be stuck in line for the bathroom for
part or all of break,” shares a girl who prefers to keep her identity
By Billy the Breaker
anonymous. “Plus, we’re squashed into the bathroom so tightly that
Dear Billy,
the door slams into us whenever someone opens it to join the line.”
Beyond the number of stalls, Breakers find other features
What should I do if I am trying to become friends with an old
of the girls’ bathrooms to be vexing. A common challenge is that
the toilet paper is often strung up on chains, which makes it very
friend but we have completely stopped talking. We were good friends for a
short while but then there was something that happened and we barely talk but difficult to access. According to junior Yume Bishop, “My main
complaint is about the paper towel dispensers. For some unknown
I really miss our time together. I’ve tried small talk and it never leads to anyreason, the paper towels always seem to be jammed...which makes
thing on going but I want to reclaim that old connection.
it very hard for me and other students to dry off our hands.” Senior
Elle Defensor agrees. “When all the water on the floor from [people
Sincerely,
who are] not able to dry [their] hands” combines with dirt, “it makes
Forlorn Friend
the bathroom slippery and if you fall you slip into mud,” she explains.
Dear Forlorn Friend,
Despite these challenges, there may actually be a solution to
the issue of restroom shortage. An anonymous source tipped The
Sometimes friendships may decline over time. If you no longer feel a natural
NewsBreaker onto the existence of another restroom. According to
connection to this friend, it may be a signal that the friendship has declined,
our source, there used to be an additional girls’ bathroom in F-Hall
which is completely normal. It is enjoyable to try to stay connected to old
friends, but this often can be difficult if your interests begin to differ from those years ago behind a door that is now locked. The location of this
mysterious door makes good sense; there is a boys’ bathroom on the
of your friend. It might be a good idea to try to form friendships with people
opposite side of the building, accessible from E-Hall.
to whom you feel more naturally connected. However, if you really want to
For months I waited, eying the door in question from the
connect with this old friend, maybe try setting up a specific date and time to
lunch table across the F-Hall corridor. One day, I witnessed it: a
meet up.
member of the janitorial staff unlocked the door and entered. As the
door swung open I glimpsed the interior of the room, and what I saw
Catch a wave,
proved our anonymous source correct. There, on a wall that looked
Billy
identical to the walls of the B-Hall and C-Hall bathrooms, were two
sinks! Fellow girls, there is indeed an old restroom in F-Hall. The
Dear Billy,
question now remains: why can’t we use it?
Of course, no one cares about campus bathrooms right now
How do you avoid feeling overwhelmed by homework?
because school’s online. But it’s also the perfect time to care about
them—the best time for renovations is when students aren’t on camSincerely,
pus. So what to do with the results of this investigation? That’s up to
Overwhelmed
you, Breakers.
(Continues on page 5)
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Advice from Billy

Dear Overwhelmed,

Dear Billy,

Receiving a large amount of homework often leads
to one feeling overwhelmed. I think it is beneficial
to create a list. After completing each assignment,
cross it off your list. As you complete more and
more assignments, you will see the amount of work
declining.

If people are traveling to a different country with their own computer, can they still access everything online?

Catch a wave,
Billy
Dear Billy,
I’m feeling really alone and no one wants to hang
out with me. I know some of my friends are paranoid about the pandemic, but others are fine with
being with other people. It’s just frustrating how
they can’t get together with me and all they want to
do is play video games.
Sincerely,
Coping with a Loss of Companions

Sincerely,
Timid Traveler
Dear Timid Traveler,
Billy himself has had experience traveling to different regions of the United States and completing school from these regions. As long as your location has stable wifi, you should be able
to successfully participate in online school. Traveling outside of the country may be different.
However, Zoom works globally, and if your location has strong wifi, it seems likely that you
would be able to complete online school. Remember that traveling to different regions may
lead to changes in time zones (online school might start earlier or later). For example, if online
school begins on the west coast of the United States at 10:30 am, it would begin on the east
coast of the United States at 1:30 pm.
Catch a wave,
Billy

Dear Coping,
If you really want to spend time with your friends, the best way to do so may be through video games. Although video games provide virtual connection, they still can present a way to talk to and bond with friends. If you do not play video games, you can always try to learn new games to play with
your friends. If you would rather not connect over video games, try arranging and agreeing on a time and place to hang out with a friend.
Catch a wave,
Billy

Halloween House Decor Contest Winners!

We’d like to extend a huge thank-you to everyone who participated! The community appreciates your contributions to Halloween spirit!

Shining Bright Award: The home of Olivia and Marshall Pearman
won the Shining Bright Award for its Halloween glow.
First place: The home of Spencer Nelson won the competition because of its
festive use of lights.

Bold Award: The
home of Thalia and
Nico Hubbard won
the Bold Award
because of its very
prominent spider
decoration.

Autumnal Flavor
Award: The home of
Natalie Montgomery won the Autumnal Flavor Award
due to the festive
wreath on the door.

Spooky Award:
The home of Gavin
Hunter won the
Spooky Award for
its heavily decorated front yard
and creative use of
skeletons.

Indoor Decor Award: The home of Evan Conneau won the Indoor Decor
Award. Check out the cute pumpkins and leaves on the shelves!
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Questions of the Week: Halloween

Do you approve of pumpkin-flavored fall products?
Yes: 78.7%
No: 21.3%

Which teacher’s class is most likely to haunt
your nightmares?
Mr. Afifi’s physics: 26.6%
Mrs. Richmond’s math or computer science:
25.3%
Mrs. Selfridge’s English: 24.5%
Mr. Powers’ history: 10.9%
Ms. Pignatelli’s chemistry or anatomy: 8.4%
Mr. Haggquist’s English or psychology: 4.3%

391 Breakers responded to this survey.
Which is your preferred Halloween candy of these top 10?
Hershey’s Kisses: 7.2%
Which nightmare would be
Sour Patch Kids: 20.9%
the most terrifying?
Tootsie Pops: 1.8%
Running from something
Hot Tamales: 1.5%
unknown: 58.1%
Candy Corn: 7.7%
Failing in school: 26.2%
Starburst: 5.4%
A walk through a dark forest:
Snickers: 10.6%
15.7%
M&M’s: 12.4%
Do you like scary movies?
Which of these frightens you the most?
Of these opReese’s: 23.7%
Yes: 70.2%
A shadowy figure in the window of an
tions, which is
Skittles: 8.8%
No: 29.8%
abandoned house: 56.0%
your greatest
Which city do you believe to
Mr. Grate’s face during his lecture about
fear?
Will you dress up for Halbe the most haunted?
fascism: 31.6%
Spiders: 27.1%
loween this year?
New Orleans: 51.6%
A
staticky
TV
screen:
5.2%
Illness: 20.8%
Yes: 50.5%
London: 15.7%
An unidentified flying object: 7.3%
Heights: 19.5%
No: 49.5%
San Francisco: 14.9%
The dark: 17.4%
What’s
the
scariest
movie
or
TV
New York: 11.3%
What will you be for Halloween?
Enclosed spaces:
show that you’ve watched?
Paris: 6.5%
15.1%
“I am dressing up for Halloween. In
What is your favorite pumpkin-flavored food?
“It would have to be The Croods.”
honor of Mrs. Selfridge’s Honors En-Caleb Faile, Sophomore
“My friend's mom makes pumpkin dip for me
glish unit on mythology---and my love
every year. It's really good and I like to eat it with of Greek mythology---I am going to be “The Haunting of Hill House on Netflix.”
-Zane Coutts, Sophomore
nilla wafers.”
the Greek goddess Athena.”
“The scariest film I ever watched is The Quiet Place, some
-Adrianna Macias, Freshman
-Emily Keller, Freshman
“My favorite pumpkin flavored foods are pump- “I will be dressing up as a dead version may argue that its a bunch of bologna but seeing that
movie AT THE THEATER was an absolute wild ride. At
kin bagels and pumpkin cream cheese!”
of myself because it is how i am currentthe theater was where the movie shined brightest.”
-Abbey Fitzpatrick, Junior
ly feeling with this entire year.”
-Shaun Hemmesch, Sophomore
“Hands down it would have to be pumpkin fudge, -Angelica Sterwerf, Junior
“Paranormal Activity is a movie based on a families real
nothing can beat this because you can make it
“A plague doctor hopefully.”
encounters with a demon/ghost type thing and it gave me
anytime of the year!”
-Georgia Harrod, Freshman
nightmares for weeks because that stuff is real.”
-Aolani Trujillo, Junior
“A boxer.”
-Lexy Sapiro, Junior
“Pumpkiin spice latte.” -Ms. Johnson
-Julianna Aliotti, Senior
“The creepiest movie is probably The Ring.”
“Grades 9 and 10!” -Mrs. Rice
“A minion.”
-Tristen Motz-Delgado, Freshman
-Val Boiko, Sophomore

Strange Sounds on Campus Inspire Students to Investigate Ghostly Presence

Pacific Grove, CA - On Saturday, October 24th, three little sophomore Breakers wandered (socially-distanced) down Forest Lodge Road at
midnight, telling ghost stories and seeking a Halloween spook. “Hey,” the First Little Breaker addressed the others, “I dare you to walk across campus.”
“But there won’t be any light at all, not even from street lamps,” the Second Little Breaker worried aloud.
“That’s the fun of it!” the First Little Breaker said.
“Okay,” the Third Little Breaker tentatively agreed, and they took off through the Forest Grove parking lot and past the art room. The air was
chilly and the wind howled, so the Breakers huddled closer together, shivering. Suddenly, the Second Little Breaker stopped. “What was that noise?”
They listened, and sure enough, an evil cackle floated by on the wind. Ahead of them, a dim, flickering light emanated from the edges of the door of
room O-2.
“It’s a ghost! Run!” the Third Little Breaker shouted, but the door to O-2 opened with a bang. “Who dares interrupt me?” the shadowy figure
in the door asked. The Three Little Breakers didn’t respond, and the figure stepped into view. “Mr. Grate?” The First Little Breaker asked, startled. “You
were the source of the cackling?”
“You’ve interrupted my class preparation,” Mr. Grate growled. “I was planning your unit test, the one for which you should be home studying.
In fact, I think I will make it even more difficult now. No one shall pass! Muahahahahaha!”
The Three Little Breakers stood, frozen in terror.
“What are you doing still standing there?” Mr. Grate asked. “Begone! Go study! ”
The Three Little Breakers ran faster than ever, but despite the exertion, they couldn’t shake the chill from their bones.
“I’m gonna have nightmares tonight,” the First Little Breaker lamented.
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Vote 2020: An Overview of the Importance of Teen Voices in the Upcoming
Election

BREAKER ADS!

By Abdhi Jadeja, Class of 2022
		The 2020 presidential election is seeing massive amounts of vot
		
er turnout as the race between candidates Vice President Joe
Biden and President Donald Trump comes to a climactic head nine days out
from the election. The difference between this election and past elections rests
in the identity of its voters. One in ten voters who are eligible to cast their ballot in the 2020 elections are members of Gen Z. However, views of voting differ
drastically within our generation. Many studies have found a sharp striation
of mindsets about voting, with one side finding their voice and getting heavily
involved, and the other side showing almost an apathy towards politics and
domestic issues. This election, it is crucial that as many people from our generation get out and vote for the policies they believe in, as these policies are going
to directly affect us in forthcoming years. Some key policies contested hotly by
both major parties are:
-Crime and justice, including defunding the police and regulating assault weapons as well as regarding private prisons and the death penalty.
-Economics, with a focus on federal taxes and minimum wage
-Education, with a focus on reopening policies during Covid-19
-Election integrity and voting policies
-Environment, including federal policies and regulations to combat
climate change
-Immigration, including border regulations and the DACA policy
Healthcare, including standardizing a universal healthcare plan and
legalizing abortion
-The LGBTQ+ community, including policies concerning their rights in
the workplace and military as well as adoption rights
Many of the issues in question in this year’s elections reflect a politicization
of human rights, which is part of why voting is especially important this year.
Most of these policies reflect on the rights of people who live in our community, as well as their families, making the issues even more personal to many
people. As Civic Engagement Club President Marianna Zoellin puts it, “if you
want to stand for what you believe in, utilize democracy’s greatest tool and
VOTE,” adding that it is also important to vote because “many of your ancestors fought for your suffrage.” Zoellin emphasizes each voting-aged individual’s
civic responsibility to the country. We are the future, and our voice matters. It is
therefore imperative that we dominate the polls this election, because so much
is at stake. Do not let your voice go unheard this year. Lives depend on it.

The Angel Oak, a novel by senior Caroline Coen, is now available on Amazon in paperback and on Kindle. Purchase your
copy today at the following link!
https://www.amazon.com/Angel-Oak-Caroline-Coen/dp/
B08KSMGK9Y/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+angel+oak+caroline+coen&qid=1603672481&sr=8-1
A quick description:
The year is 1960, and young Georgia Mae Clements is dismayed to
be moving with her parents from their home in Macon, Georgia to
operate a peanut farm in Lennington, South Carolina. When she
meets her new neighbor, however, her world is forever altered. Grady
O’Neal’s family has lived in a small, dilapidated house on their humble O’Neal Family Peanut Farm for generations. The arrival of fiery
Georgia Mae next door opens his eyes to a future he never imagined.
Amid the tumultuous 1960s, Georgia Mae and Grady find that the
normal challenges of growing up are intensified by the looming Vietnam War. As their friendship blossoms into romance, the prospect
of the draft inspires them to join other rebellious youth in protesting
the war. When circumstances pull them apart, both Georgia Mae
and Grady must learn to fight, albeit different kinds of battles.

Caroline Coen poses in front of the real Angel Oak tree.
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BREAKER ADS!

Holiday Lights Fundraiser
Let’s LIGHT UP Pacific Grove with red &
gold to support our PGHS Students during
these challenging times!!

suppo
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Purchase red & gold outdoor holiday lights and decorate your home this holiday season
with Breaker Spirit. Demonstrate to our local students that we support them.
Let’s hold them up with hope, inspiration, encouragement & above all Breaker Spirit!
We understand that it’s a tough year for all so let’s spread a little joy!

2 Pack - $25.00

4 Pack - $45.00

(1) 21 ft. strand of yellow lights
(1) 24.75 ft. strand of red lights

(2) 21 ft. strand of yellow lights
(2) 24.75 ft. strand of red lights

Plus decorating ideas

Plus decorating ideas

All proceeds will fund initiatives to support the class of 2021 with the following:
• Project pen pal - staying connected with the entire PGHS student body
• Senior drive-in movie nights
• Breaker spirit on senior doorsteps
• Safe, socially distanced activities & events
• Downtown banners honoring our senior class
• Senior yard signs
• Drive through senior snack attack
and anything else the parent planning committee can think of outside the pandemic box!

To place your order please use the link below.
If you have questions please call Terrise Wood at (831) 917-2779
https://forms.gle/YF8ifoCAn2NAqzxTA

Interested in another way to support the PGHS Class of 2021?
Consider donating to our GoFundMe to keep them inspired and motivated.
https://gf.me/u/y3scu8
Pacific Grove Unified School District neither endorses nor sponsors the organization or activity represented in this document.
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BREAKER ADS!

Pacific Grove High School Senior Night at the Drive-In

Class of 2021 Strong
Date: Friday, October 30th
Time: 9pm Show (you can arrive at 8pm)
All cars must be parked by 8:50pm

Featuring… The Addams Family
Location: Monterey Fairgrounds – enter at Gate 6
Limit: 60 Cars
FREE Admission
Seniors, we know this year has been tough but let’s find ways to connect safety and create a
great year in the midst of challenge. On Friday, October 30th the Monterey Fairgrounds
Drive-In has been reserved for the class of 2021.
Come and celebrate together. Just remember to wear your mask, take selfies and send
them to: cavingerc@gmail.com for the yearbook!
Decorate your car with Breaker spirit. Wear a Halloween costume. Win raffle prizes. Let’s
make sure this crazy pandemic does not get the best of us.

Go Breakers!

Click this link https://forms.gle/qM2NZxqss9WAHvKM7 to reserve your ticket. Or call Deme
Jamson if you have any questions, 650-526-8912.
Please note, this is not a PGUSD sanctioned event.
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